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This is a kind of Beverage Antenna

●Maybe a topic for 
another meeting?



Invented by Harold Beverage
●1893 – 1993
●U. Maine 1915
●General Electric
●RCA Communications
●1937 President I.R.E.
●"Wave Antenna" and 
derivatives



Beverage at U. Maine, 1915?



Wave Antenna Patent



Pros ---------------- Cons

●Excellent directivity
●Wider bandwidth than 
resonant antenna
●Efficient for receiving
●Good performance over 
rocky soil (e.g., Hill 
Country)

●Very large size (one to 
several wavelengths)
●Inability to rotate
●Very inefficient for 
transmitting
●Poor performance over 
water or marshy soil



How it works

●Wave travels along the wire
●Wave also travels in the ground, same direction
●The wire part travels at nearly speed of light
●The wave in the ground travels slower (velocity 
factor is less than 1)
●The difference in arrival times is detectable at the 
receiver.
●Adding a resistor at the end opposite the receiver 
makes the antenna directional



Velocity factor

к is the relative permittivity (dielectric constant) of the me    

VF is 100% in a vacuum, maybe 70% in polyethylene, le     



Theory of Operation



Basic Beverage Antenna, using 
modern circuit symbols



Radiation pattern
1 wavelength, without/with resistor



Patterns for various lengths



Patterns for various lengths



How high?



How high?

●Antler height???
● Adult moose?
● Hill country whitetail deer?
● Bullwinkle?



How long?

If the free space wave gets any
farther ahead, it will tend to cancel
out the wave in the wire



Good practical references



Also:

●ARRL Antenna Book
● Good chapter on Beverage antenna
● Includes, on CD a free copy of EZNEC, which 

can be used to predict performance of 
Beverage antennas

●If you like to research patents, look at these sites:
www.freepatentsonline.com
www.google.com/patents

http://www.freepatentsonline.com/


There's more, but not tonight

●Constructing a Beverage antenna
●An array of Beverage antennas
●Lots more

● Google.com
● Youtube.com



New terms in 1900's

●Permittivity (Farad/meter):
● permittivity describes the amount of charge 

needed to generate one unit of electric flux in 
a particular medium. Accordingly, a charge will 
yield more electric flux in a medium with low 
permittivity than in a medium with high 
permittivity.

●Named by Oliver Heaviside, who first suggested 
(in 1887) the presence of a reflective layer 
surrounding Earth (the Ionosphere)
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